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The American education system is not preparing all children to thrive. Amidst a national movement to dismantle systemic racism, our schools risk propagating educational inequity by design. Only the most affluent students receive the highest quality education that emphasizes student agency and engagement through collaboration and inquiry.1 Many schools across the United States remain trapped in an outdated “horse and buggy” model of education, particularly when instructing students from under-resourced communities. These schools frequently operate according to a “factory model” that emerged in the early 20th century to mold students for the industrial economy. Under this system, students are considered the “products” of the system with standardized assessments serving as “quality control” measures to encourage effective instruction.2 Over the past several decades, we have attempted to repair the educational “buggy” through substantial reforms.3 These include passage of No Child Left Behind in 20024 and the development of the Common Core State Standards beginning in 2009.5 However, attempting to transform the industrial era “horse and buggy” model of education by incrementally adding new wheels and an upgraded engine is insufficient. Creating a revolutionary “Tesla” model of education is necessary for better attainment of 21st-century skills. Here, we offer an evidence-based approach to education inspired by research from the science of learning addressing how children learn and what children need to learn to be successful in the 21st century. Critically, the implementation of this framework must be flexible and culturally-relevant, while maintaining core principles that foster educational equity for all students.
Problems with maintaining the status quo

A robust base of evidence justifies our call for an overhaul of America’s schools. This is the prime moment in history to take these calls seriously. Data from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) do not reflect consistent growth for all students across the United States. National average reading scores show limited growth over the past several decades and NAEP math results show gradual improvement over the same time span, but this growth does not apply to all students.

Schools were also greatly impacted by No Child Left Behind (2002), a federal law that established an educational environment centered almost exclusively on students’ reading and math assessment scores with punitive measures in place to hold schools accountable for student performance. In this context, curricula narrowed substantially. School became less satisfying and more stressful for teachers, and ultimately less engaging for students. All the while, the desired gains in students’ reading and math skills failed to emerge.

While some blame this on the great diversity within the United States, analyses indicate a positive relation between a country’s percentage of immigrant students and the academic performance of their immigrant and non-immigrant students on the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). Under the Every Student Succeeds Act, which replaced No Child Left Behind in 2015, student reading and math assessment performance remains a priority and low-performing schools may be subject to state interventions.

In fact, the current educational system places the United States at a disadvantage internationally. The 2018 PISA was administered by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) to 600,000 15-year-old students in 79 countries. It found that students in the United States performed above the OECD average in reading, but below the OECD average in math, ranking 13th and 37th, respectively, compared to our students’ international peers. For comparison, Canada ranked 6th in reading with the United Kingdom standing at 14th. In math, Canada and the United Kingdom ranked 12th and 18th, respectively. Unfortunately, these are two data points in a pattern of poor performance, since the PISA reading and math scores for the United States have remained virtually unchanged since the early 2000s.

The PISA is designed to evaluate not only what children learn, but how effectively students apply their knowledge across eight, increasingly demanding proficiency levels in reading and six levels in math. It does not simply require students to recite facts they memorized in school. Therefore, while we acknowledge that assessments are helpful tools to hold schools accountable for student growth, we suggest that American students’ lagging performance on the PISA is attributable to an educational system—and accompanying assessments—that are narrowly focused on content outcomes, rather than on the ability to critically think through a problem and to apply new knowledge systemically. Although we may have taught students to memorize information, they have not gained the critical skills to generalize and retain what they learn.

What are the skills students will need for success in the 21st century?

These data and advances in the science of learning indicate that a narrow, exclusively content-focused view of education is insufficient, raising a critical question: What can replace it to provide all students with quality education in the 21st century? Leaders of some of the largest technology companies in the United States highlight the importance of critical thinking, communication, collaboration, creativity, and leadership. An IBM survey of more than 1,500 chief executive officers from 60 countries identified creativity as the most important leadership attribute. As quoted in a 2020 report by Michelle Davis of Education Week, Michele Freed, general manager of education experiences at Microsoft, noted, “To be successful students...
must ... be able to deal with complex and ambiguous problems and, most importantly, collaborate with each other to succeed.” The value of these skills extends beyond business. They are viewed as essential in a wide array of fields. Students who develop these skills will not only be desirable employees, regardless of their specific career goals, but they are more likely to be protected from automation and outsourcing.

If we teach using a breadth of skills approach, we adapt how we teach to the ways that human brains learn. In short, our global, “factory-based” models of education were fashioned as “sage on the stage,” or “empty vessel,” approaches in which teachers are purveyors of knowledge that is poured into the empty heads of eager students. This contrasts with the more Socratic “guide at the side” models in which children are active participants in their own learning. Internationally, this approach contributed to Finland’s educational success. There, high-stakes standardized tests were exchanged for a pedagogical approach that emphasizes collaboration and frequent opportunities for students to be engaged learners and to make their own decisions in the classroom—ideas that ironically originated in the United States, but were widely implemented in Finland. In fact, a growing number of countries, including Chile, Sweden, and Singapore, are following in Finland’s footsteps and dropping high stakes testing in favor of more equitable models that focus on the role of play and whole-child education. Finland also emphasizes educational and broader societal equity, as well as teacher education that attracts highly motivated teacher candidates with evidence-based training. These features act in concert with the pedagogical methods described here to foster Finland’s remarkable educational prowess.

A call for playful learning and a breadth of skills approach to education

It is time for a scalable, evidence-based education reform that puts student engagement, educator expertise, and equity at the center. Specifically, we recommend adopting a method for keeping students engaged in the classroom, reflecting the latest evidence on how children learn best. Through this approach, students and teachers will see that learning can be active, engaging, meaningful, socially interactive, iterative, and joyful. Playful learning advances these goals and will facilitate instruction using a breadth of skills approach that we call the 6 Cs: collaboration, communication, content, critical thinking, creative innovation, and confidence, all of which are evidence-based, malleable, and, to some degree, measurable. While play is often associated with the early years, we advocate for the critical role of playful learning in all stages and grades. This method does not require educators to adopt a specific curriculum, but rather respects their expertise in the classroom by offering educational principles that can be widely applied.

Developing students’ 6 Cs skills through playful learning promotes educational equity. It is a low-cost approach that ensures that all students can receive the skills and educational experiences necessary to become critical thinkers and engaged problem-solvers, eager to use the skills they learn to pursue their goals. At the same time, the flexibility of playful learning and the 6 Cs provides a way to accommodate a broad array of student interests, cultural experiences, and knowledge between students’ homes, communities, and schools—a critical component in meaningful education. This approach fundamentally alters the traditional view of educational success of “Did our child do well on the test?” to a definition that celebrates “happy, healthy, thinking, caring, and social children who become collaborative, creative, competent, and responsible citizens tomorrow.” We expect that our recommendations will help all students remain engaged in the classroom and support their development of critical skills that are necessary for success in the 21st century, regardless of the path they choose and the cultural context in which they live.

How children learn: Playful learning principles
Playful learning is an umbrella term that includes both free play and guided play. These play types lay along a spectrum that ranges from free play to direct instruction (see Figure 1, and all subsequent figures and tables, in the appendix). Free play is characterized by the child both setting up and engaging in their own play without a clear learning goal (e.g., making a pillow fort). At the other extreme is direct instruction, in which the adult exercises control, both initiating and directing the lesson throughout toward a learning goal. In guided play—at the middle of the play spectrum—an adult initiates or designs an activity that is centered around a learning goal. However, children maintain control over their learning within the context that the adult provides (e.g., a well-curated, science-based children's museum exhibit). Playful learning can be implemented through a number of pedagogical practices including theme-based learning and project-based learning, where children construct knowledge by exploring a real-world problem that is often driven by student interest in inquiry.

Six key characteristics are inherent in playful learning contexts. Research demonstrates that children learn best when they can be active and engaged in learning that is meaningful, socially interactive, iterative, and joyful.

- **Active (“minds on”):** Both anecdotal and experimental evidence support the benefits of active learning—where children are focused and engaged in the learning process through questioning and reflection—over passive learning where students listen and memorize information. In a widely-cited study with preschoolers, Bonawitz and colleagues found that young children who were primed for active learning were more likely to engage in exploratory play and discover hidden functions of a new toy compared to peers who passively watched an adult play with the novel toy. Additional support for active learning comes from studies showing that children can build spatial skills and learn properties of shapes and new words better when they are actively involved in the learning process versus passive receivers of information. Students particularly benefit from active learning when the teacher does not provide high-quality instruction.

- **Engagement:** One of the biggest challenges in learning environments is for children to filter out distractions and focus their attention on the task at hand. Engagement is critical for learning, especially in the toddler and preschool years when children’s focus and attention increases significantly. Young children may be easily distracted by seemingly inconsequential elements of the environment, as shown by Fisher and colleagues, who found that kindergarteners who completed science lessons in a highly decorated classroom learned less science content than when they were in a more sparsely decorated classroom. However, the method of instruction matters when capitalizing on the fact that we learn from others. Elementary school students show greater on-task behavior, reflecting their engagement, during small-group activities than whole-class instruction. The benefits of small-group instruction even extend to students’ learning outcomes from elementary school through the college level.

- **Meaningful:** When children can connect their own experiences and interests to new information, this makes their learning more relevant to their own lives and richer. For example, there is a difference between introducing children to fractions with flash cards versus asking them to divide a pizza or apple pie evenly so that everyone in their family gets an equal piece. Research in children’s museums suggests that adults can help children make learning meaningful by highlighting connections between new concepts and personally relevant and familiar information. For instance, Callanan and colleagues (2017) explored the role of family science talk on children’s conceptual
engagement in a museum exhibit and found a positive association between elaborative questions asked by parents (e.g., “Where do you think the top of the mouth is?”) and children’s use of language indicating they were conceptually engaged with the subject matter (e.g., “It looks like an elephant.”).  

- **Socially interactive:** Beginning in infancy, we seek out interactions with others. This desire for social interaction is fundamental to education. Dewey pioneered experiential learning with emphasis on the approach as a social process and Vygotsky further declared that optimal learning occurs when students are collaborating with their peers, teachers, and others in their environment. With respect to play, research finds that cooperative play with peers supports many aspects of children’s development, including areas of cognitive, social, emotional, and linguistic growth. In a study examining cooperative problem solving among peer dyads, Ramani (2012) found that preschoolers in a child-driven, playful setting built more complex structures and engaged in more positive communication (e.g., suggestions, narrations, and agreements) than children in a more structured adult-driven setting. While Ramani’s findings demonstrated that playing with peers supports learning, scaffolding and guidance from an adult is often helpful in navigating complex and dynamic peer interactions. However, adults should be mindful of the limitations of direct instruction in an educational setting. In a study with preschoolers, those who received an uninterrupted, explicit demonstration of a single function on a toy with multiple capabilities spent less time than their peers exploring the toy’s other functions, so they did not learn as much as they could from the experience.  

- **Iterative:** An ever-growing body of literature demonstrates that children generate, test, and revise hypotheses while interacting with their environment based on data. In other words, learning is an iterative process. Research indicates that even infants have expectations about properties of objects and are motivated to learn when those expectations are violated. In one study, infants who watched an unexpected event (e.g., a ball rolling and magically passing through a wall) were more likely to learn about a hidden property of an object (e.g., the ball makes a sound) than infants who watched a “normal” event. Relatedly, research with preschoolers indicates that children will explore objects and causal relationships more when they observe events that violate their expectations. While all play can be iterative, guided play in particular can be viewed as “constrained tinkering” where adults help to narrow children’s range of hypothesis testing, and the play and flexible context encourages children to test and revise their theories about how things work. This permits valuable learning through exploration.  

- **Joyful:** Joy and positive emotions are inherent elements of play. Research by Isen and colleagues demonstrates that positive affect can boost creativity and make people’s thinking more flexible and integrative. A recent model even links student participation in activities that bring them joy (e.g., sports, dance, and music) to gains in executive function skills and academic outcomes. Developmental researchers have investigated the important but elusive role of positive and negative emotions in children’s pretend play and creativity, and concluded that emotion and imagination go hand in hand, and are integral to the development of creativity. Relatedly, the Affect in Play Scale—which examines the amount, variety, and intensity of feelings children express during play as well as their organization and imagination exemplified in play—(created by Russ and colleagues) has been used in a range of studies to show that the feelings children express in their pretend play are linked to divergent thinking (i.e., generating
many different solutions to a problem) and creativity in stories.68-69

Successful models of playful learning

These principles of playful learning provide guidelines for how the approach may be implemented. Critically, playful learning should be tailored by educators to align with their students’ interests and experiences, as well as the specific academic standards they are expected to meet. There is no single "right way" to implement playful learning. There are models that illustrate how some schools have implemented playful learning in some form across grade levels and communities. We use these models to illustrate how our approach can be used in practice, even though the examples we present are not specifically founded on these principles.

Radnor Middle School in suburban Philadelphia is a pioneer in this area. Since 1987, their Watershed program has engaged 7th-grade students in collaborative, interdisciplinary language arts, social studies, and science projects related to the local watershed with similar programs later established for sixth and eighth graders. These educational innovations are not limited to more affluent suburban communities, such as Radnor Township, or older students. At the East Side High School in Newark, New Jersey, many students contend with the challenges of poverty. Yet they pursue their own interests in collaboration with peers in their school’s “Future Lab,” which is stocked with resources from a sewing machine to a 3-D printer. At Keet Gooshi Heen Elementary School in Sitka, Alaska, a second-grade teacher frequently uses the popular computer game Minecraft to engage her younger students in creative, collaborative, and interdisciplinary playful learning, such as organizing a virtual mining expedition to the Alaskan Klondike. In preschool classrooms around the world, students develop their mathematical language when they can practice those terms in the meaningful setting of a birthday party. This scaffolding with playful learning materials also promotes preschool students’ literacy skills. Preschool teachers can structure students’ play beyond providing materials and offer guidance towards learning goals, as long as student agency is preserved.

Beyond these case studies, the EdLeader21 Network includes over two hundred schools and school districts. Members advocate for including the “4 Cs” of critical thinking, collaboration, communication, and creativity in the classroom. A few states now support a play-based approach to early childhood education, including New Hampshire and Maryland. The identification of these model schools, one education network, and two states indicates that our proposal of engaged, playful learning is not the norm in American education; yet it is possible to implement across communities and grade levels with guidance from the teachers and administrators who have experience with the approach and see its value in the classroom on a daily basis.

Fortunately, many educators seem ready to consider playful learning as a model of active, motivated learning in school and out. As a recent survey from the education newspaper Education Week reported, 51% of the 586 educators who responded called curriculum reforms to prepare students for “the jobs of the future” a “top priority.” Only two of the educators surveyed indicated that their districts were not addressing this critical objective. Our playful learning approach is responsive to this concern, since the set of skills that it promotes fosters life-long learning across fields.

What children learn: The 6 C’s approach to education

Active, engaged, meaningful, socially interactive, iterative, and joyful activities are the central tenets of playful learning. If play embodies how we learn, it leaves open the question of what we need to learn to thrive in a 21st-century, global world. The addition of a learning goal produces guided play. With this pedagogical framework constructed, students can readily also learn the 6
Cs, a suite of skills intended to engage students in learning and prepare them for success in the 21st century, regardless of their chosen field. These include collaboration, communication, content, critical thinking, creative innovation, and confidence. The 6 Cs are all rooted in the science of learning and build on each other. For example, without collaboration, students will struggle to become strong communicators, since they have not yet learned how to be sensitive and respond appropriately to others (Figure 2). This integration of the 6 Cs is analogous to how we read, a process that also relies on the 6 Cs. We tend to think of reading—a content area—as a singular skill. Yet research suggests that learning to read leverages children’s communication skills, using the components of oral language and a rich vocabulary, as well as their critical thinking; not everything in print is true.

Within each skill, a student’s progress can be categorized within four distinct levels (Figure 2 & Table 1 in the appendix). The 6 Cs are also measurable using different methods from education and developmental psychology. On a related point, students can follow different paths to develop their 6 Cs skills. Even the “C” of content does not mandate the use of a specific curriculum manual. Instead, the 6 Cs represent a largely skill-based model that educators can—and should—adapt to fit their curricula and standards and, critically, the interests and backgrounds of their students. The 6 Cs continue to grow and build on each other over time and with experience. They are part of a dynamic learning system. For example, a student may be a skilled communicator, but need practice with critical thinking. Students may also need support transferring their 6 Cs skills across scenarios, as with a student who demonstrates strong written communication skills in English class but does not clearly communicate with his teammates on the soccer field.

With this framing, it remains important to identify each of the 6 Cs, in turn, as presented by Golinkoff and Hirsh-Pasek (2016):

- **Collaboration:** Considered the most fundamental 6 Cs skill, collaboration reflects how social engagement is central to human nature. It encompasses everything we do to get along with others and control our impulses. Through collaboration, we build communities and promote diverse cultures. Recent neuroscience research even shows how collaborative play yields unique patterns of synchronized brain activity between infants and adults. These initial collaborations further support the development of young children’s self-regulation skills. Children advance their understanding of collaboration throughout the elementary school years, which supports academic achievement. Golinkoff and Hirsh-Pasek (2016) describe how our collaborative skills progress across four levels from “On My Own” to “Building It Together” (Table 1).

- **Communication:** Communication is essential in everything we do—from talking to parents and teachers to interacting with our supervisors and partners. It includes speaking, writing, reading, and listening. In early childhood, language skills develop through back-and-forth conversations between children and their parents. When children begin kindergarten, their language skills at that time are the strongest predictor of their academic performance in language, reading, and math, as well as their social skills. Within communication, Golinkoff and Hirsh-Pasek (2016) call the first level of the skill “Raw Emotion.” We then gradually progress toward the fourth level, when we can “tell a joint story.” This framework applies equally well to written communication. In that context, “Level 1” writing is extremely unclear and egocentric. By contrast, a “Level 4” article or course paper is clearly organized around an established argument and sufficient evidence is provided for the reader to understand the writer’s claims (Table 1).

- **Content:** We broadly define content to include
reading, writing, math, science, social studies, and the arts. Content builds on the scaffold of collaboration, and particularly communication, across the disciplines, including math,\textsuperscript{39} literacy,\textsuperscript{34,95} science, and social studies.\textsuperscript{96} Beyond these conventional subjects, we recognize the importance of skills that allow us to advance our own knowledge. These "learning to learn" or executive function skills, such as attention\textsuperscript{97} and working memory,\textsuperscript{98-99} support students’ academic achievement. As with collaboration and communication, Golinkoff and Hirsh-Pasek (2016) suggest that our content knowledge advances across four levels from situation-specific early learning, involving the acquisition of discrete pieces of information to the development of deep expertise with room for reflection on one’s own knowledge (Table 1).\textsuperscript{34}

- **Critical Thinking:** Strong critical thinkers successfully navigate through the vast sea of information in our world to obtain accurate content knowledge.\textsuperscript{86} As students gain exposure to academic content both inside and outside of the classroom, they must leverage critical thinking to evaluate the quality of the information they receive and ideally take those skills with them beyond the classroom walls.\textsuperscript{100} Yet students particularly struggle with this task when evaluating online sources, an essential skill in the 21st century.\textsuperscript{101} However, critical thinking\textsuperscript{102} and the related skill of reasoning\textsuperscript{102} can be taught. Here, the first level of critical thinking is characterized by the skill’s absence as we engage in “seeing is believing” and blindly accept information we receive. Through the second and third levels, we respectively move from recognizing multiple points of view, but seeing information in absolute terms of truth or falsehood, to acknowledging those opinions, yet assuming them to be equally accurate. Gradually, we advance to the fourth level, at which we recognize the existence of a problem and gather and evaluate evidence to solve it (Table 1).\textsuperscript{34}

- **Creative Innovation:** This “C” represents a synthesis of content and critical thinking. It is this combination of skills—and the exploration that results—\textsuperscript{38}—that will enable creative students to use what they know to make something new.\textsuperscript{86} developing innovative solutions to the challenges they face now and in the future. Play directly supports that innovation in language and art.\textsuperscript{103} However, creative innovation goes well beyond the arts; as Florida (2010) argues, creativity can—and should—be seen as an asset in any job.\textsuperscript{104} Here again, we see the benefits of play. As we develop our creative skills, we advance from the tinkering of “experimentation” to pursuing a creative “vision” in response to a potentially complex problem (Table 1)—one that carries over from project to project.\textsuperscript{34}

- **Confidence:** While new walkers persist repeatedly after falling, many students lack the confidence to continue working at their academic pursuits. They are not comfortable taking safe risks\textsuperscript{86} in the classroom. We need to recognize the importance of confidence for academic learning. Students who exhibit confidence will try new things and take reasonable risks. They will demonstrate persistence and adaptability, even when they experience failure. Confidence is closely related to “grit,” which is defined as “perseverance and passion for long-term goals,”\textsuperscript{105} and “growth mindset”—the belief that one can improve their abilities because they are not fixed in time at a particular level.\textsuperscript{106-107} Individuals who exhibit the first level of confidence “barrel on” without critically evaluating their abilities or comparing themselves with others, a characteristic of young children.\textsuperscript{108} This is potentially advantageous, since pushing ahead teaches us about the world. However, this approach has serious limitations, as when inabilities are not recognized during early childhood, resulting in serious injury. Over time, we reach the fourth level of confidence, at which we “dare to fail” and take calculated risks. In the
event of failure, we learn from our mistakes. Individuals at this level typically exhibit high levels of grit and growth mindset (Table 1).34

The 6 Cs collectively offer a comprehensive framework of vital skills that can be naturally developed through playful learning. The “Cs” scaffold each other, building on the foundation of collaboration and communication moving toward the development of greater confidence in the classroom, workplace, or other areas of daily life.34 Thus, they offer a cradle-to-career approach.

**Bringing together the how and what of learning**

Thus far, we have addressed the “how of learning” with respect to the playful learning principles, and the “what of learning” reflected in the 6 Cs, using broad terms. Several examples allow us to move from the theoretical to the implementation of the learning model. However, these examples are but suggestions, and not meant as mandates. Educators are highly encouraged to apply their own educational expertise and knowledge of their students and curricula to develop activities, as long as the core features of playful learning and the 6 Cs remain present. Critically, it is this adaptability of our playful learning and 6 Cs model that enables it to promote educational equity. Our approach can be modified to fit any group of students’ interests, skills, or ambitions, which led one school superintendent at a workshop we conducted in Michigan to call playful learning and the 6 Cs the “least discriminatory” approach to learning he had seen.

While adaptable implementation is a central feature of the framework created by combining playful learning and the 6 Cs, the key elements we identified should be preserved in some way. The presence of playful learning principles and the 6 Cs in the classroom can be confirmed using a checklist (Figure 3) that enables the optimization of learning in any context, whether at the classroom, school, or district level. It may even be applied to informal educational environments, such as museums and community spaces.109-111

One need only ask of any curriculum or classroom activity, how do the kids learn—was it active, engaged, meaningful, socially interactive, iterative, and joyful, and what was the learning goal of the activity? Was it collaborative, creative, etc.? Together, these two grids offer a profile that can be used to evaluate teacher attitudes around an activity, to examine whether it enables or hinders the aspects of the how and what of learning, and the final outcomes. It is likely that, in any project or activity, we will embrace more than one principle of each of the grids. The checklist is meant for planning and self-evaluation, rather than high-stakes evaluations of teachers, administrators, or other key stakeholders in schools or broader communities where playful learning and the 6 Cs are implemented. Examples illustrate these points.

**Evidence for a playful learning approach without explicit implementation of the 6 Cs**

*Tools of the Mind (Tools)—*a preschool and kindergarten curriculum developed by child development experts to promote executive function skills (e.g., exercising self-control and paying attention)112-113—demonstrates the principles we have described through an array of teacher-facilitated, hands-on activities. Common activities Tools classrooms use to achieve their goals include meaningful and social pretend play, memory and attention aides (e.g., a picture of an ear to remind children to listen), and play plans in which children write or draw the activities they envision for their day.113-114

A number of research studies have investigated the impact of *Tools* on executive function and academic skills including reading, writing, vocabulary, and mathematics.113-117 Most recently, Diamond and colleagues (2019) found that kindergarten students who completed *Tools* demonstrated greater gains in their reading and writing skills than their peers who experienced typical instruction. This pattern of growth also applied to students’ self-control and attention skills. Among teachers, those who used *Tools*
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reported greater levels of professional satisfaction than their colleagues who continued typical instruction. Rather than being exhausted by the end of the school year, Tools teachers remained excited and looked forward to the next year. For both students and teachers, joyful learning increased as a result of the Tools curriculum. Of note, an evaluation of Tools conducted with pre-kindergarten students in Tennessee and North Carolina found null results versus comparison conditions—the likely result of less than ideal implementation of a complex and dynamic curriculum. Tools represents a comprehensive playful learning approach. Students are active and engaged in highly meaningful and socially interactive learning activities, including pretend play. These activities promote iterative learning while interacting with peers. Through all of these activities, Tools makes learning joyful. Although Tools does not explicitly provide 6 Cs-oriented instruction, its emphasis on pretend play and social interaction should promote those skills, especially collaboration and communication in support of content knowledge. Some activities may also boost critical thinking, creative innovation, and confidence (Figure 4).

How the 6 Cs can be incorporated

**Thematic learning as a broader method of applying playful learning and the 6 Cs in the classroom**

Thematic instruction, or theme-based learning, is one well-established method that can foster an engaged, playful learning environment and support students’ 6 Cs skills in the classroom. In this interdisciplinary pedagogical approach, educators guide their students through a series of lessons and activities related to a broad, overarching theme (e.g., “mapping” or “Costa Rican rainforests”). While some themes may originate in certain subject areas, interdisciplinary connections should be abundant. For example, when studying Costa Rican rainforests, students can work together to identify them on a map and then incorporate science and literacy by reporting on the many plant and animal species that reside there, critically thinking about the ecological consequences of deforestation. Students may even bring their interdisciplinary learning outside of the classroom by collaborating on creative efforts to preserve the rainforest with friends and family. To provide a more recent example, one school district we are collaborating with to implement the 6 Cs chose the theme of farms and the farmer’s market. Themes like this one are not only interdisciplinary, but relevant to the students’ lives, which makes the learning more meaningful. The theme-based approach allows teachers to deliver their core curriculum as mandated while adding our playful learning principles as the “how” of learning and the 6 Cs as the “what” of learning to the approach—creating a pedagogically broader classroom.

Based on this conceptual framework, it is important to address a few practical points about the implementation of thematic instruction. Themes must be sufficiently broad to support interdisciplinary connections and deep critical thinking (e.g., the community or exploration). It is important to avoid classifying narrow topics as themes (e.g., bears), which generate superficial connections and limited critical thinking. Since thematic instruction is a deeply student-focused pedagogical approach, a wide array of students benefit from it. For example, students from under-resourced communities rely on thematic learning’s interdisciplinary connections and personally relevant instruction to boost their vocabulary skills. Students with special needs and those who are English language learners can also benefit from thematic learning, again demonstrating how educational equity is a pillar of our approach.

Building on this summary of thematic learning, it is essential to demonstrate how educators might employ it to implement playful learning and the 6 Cs, using our checklist (Figure 3) as a helpful resource. Returning to the classroom that pursued the rainforest theme, at one point, students learned about the different elevation
levels found throughout the rainforest and made predictions about the climate at those levels. This was an active, engaging, and socially interactive activity, during which students could refine their predictions through an iterative process. At the same time, the lesson supported students’ content knowledge, as well as their collaboration, communication, and critical thinking skills. As another activity, the students participated in a campaign to recycle cans and preserve a section of the Costa Rican rainforest in partnership with a non-profit organization. Based on parent feedback, this activity was particularly engaging and meaningful for the students. It further encouraged students to practice their communication and collaboration skills with friends and family. To demonstrate application of our checklist (Figure 3) in this example, we will focus on an activity Rosenbusch (1994) described in detail: Students constructed models of Morpho butterflies that live in the Costa Rican rainforest. Although the teacher still provided materials and instructions, the students were active and engaged in a socially interactive and joyful project. Here, the impact of the project on the students’ content knowledge was clear, since “After participating in the activity, children had no difficulty identifying and describing the characteristics of the Morpho butterfly.” During the lesson, there were likely many opportunities for students to collaborate and communicate with each other and engage in creative problem-solving using the materials provided (Figure 5).

Using technology to introduce teachers to lessons that combine playful learning and the 6 Cs

Project Rangeet, recently implemented in Bangladesh, introduces elementary school educators to an array of lessons that help students recognize the importance of respecting themselves, their society, and their planet. These include “We Are All Made of the Same Stuff,” an activity that addresses equality, diversity, and discrimination using play dough sculpture, the “Build It Challenge,” a collaborative project that helps students empathize with people who have physical disabilities, and “Creating a Food Web,” which employs art and movement as students construct a food web and then demonstrate what occurs when the food web’s central tree is cut down. Educators obtain lesson materials through Project Rangeet’s original mobile app. These lessons are aligned with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, but Project Rangeet’s curriculum also reflects our all playful learning principles and the 6 Cs (Figure 6).

Montessori preschool as a model of playful learning and the 6 Cs in early childhood

Our playful learning and 6 Cs approach closely aligns with the pedagogy of Maria Montessori in support of our youngest learners. Developed in Rome over a century ago, the Montessori approach emphasizes student agency and confidence with the teacher facilitating the learning process. Montessori preschool students complete hundreds of tasks that are aligned with their interests and designed to facilitate active, engaged, meaningful, and socially interactive learning. As students focus on their engaging and meaningful activities, they become more joyful learners, and if they make mistakes, they correct their errors via an iterative process. In a Montessori classroom, students leverage all our principles of playful learning to advance their 6 Cs skills of collaboration, communication, critical thinking, creative innovation, and confidence. At the same time, Montessori students outperform their peers on assessments of academic and socio-emotional content knowledge (see Figure 7 in the appendix).

Ongoing research

While there is little published research directly on 6 Cs in the classroom, our preliminary results from a small urban school district with a high percentage of students from under-resourced backgrounds are promising. In interviews, educators suggested that the 6 Cs helped their students become more engaged learners. At
the same time, the 6 Cs represented a valuable professional development opportunity, as educators adopted a new, joyful approach to instruction focused on student engagement. A student survey demonstrated the effectiveness of the 6 Cs’ implementation with respect to critical thinking, creativity, and confidence. Students who received 6 Cs instruction even showed improved standardized test scores in math and reading compared to peers who did not receive 6 Cs instruction. These preliminary findings suggest that implementation of the 6 Cs seems effective. With these grids at a teacher’s side, we can tweak educational programs so that they optimize opportunities for learning. In short, we are teaching in ways most compatible with the ways human brains learn.

A cautionary note on using playful learning and the 6 Cs in the classroom

The *Tools of the Mind* curriculum, thematic learning, Project Rangeet, and Montessori preschool are examples of programs that are not specifically designed to be 6 Cs programs, but they do illuminate ways in which we can bring the 6 Cs to life in various pedagogical frameworks. Educators should be mindful to align their instruction, even when using these models, with the principles of playful learning and the 6 Cs. For example, Rosenbusch’s (1994) rainforest theme enabled students to construct models of plants and animals that live there. These were active, engaging, socially interactive, and joyful activities that at least promoted students’ collaboration, communication, content, and creative innovation skills. Yet the framing of these activities within the principles of playful learning and the 6 Cs is important to help elucidate the factors that make the theme effective for learning. It is critical for students to maintain some agency when creating their models. Additionally, the activity’s relevance should be emphasized, such as describing how some living things may become extinct if the rainforest is not protected.

Beyond implementation of thematic learning, educators often use “learning centers” in the classroom. However, these centers depart from playful learning when teachers maintain complete control over the activities that their students complete without permitting collaboration and communication. It is also critical for the activities to be meaningful and engaging. Simply assigning students to complete different worksheets around the classroom does not align with playful learning or the 6 Cs. In response to this guidance, educators are encouraged to think about their own students and curricula, and then develop lessons that are best-suited for their classrooms. However, the principles of playful learning and the 6 Cs should guide the pedagogical decision-making process. Using the dual checklists is invaluable in this process.

Bringing playful learning and the 6 Cs into the community

Playful learning exists not only in the classroom, but outside the classroom in informal learning spaces. Playful Learning Landscapes (PLL) is an initiative that uniquely blends the science of learning, placemaking, and community cohesion—transforming public and shared spaces into fun and enriched learning hubs and “piazzas” for the development of healthy children, families, and communities. To create these spaces at bus stops, on sidewalks, in parks, and on playgrounds, we were guided by the checklists and principles embedded in how and what children learn. Data from pilot installations show that PLL promotes healthy caregiver-child interactions that are engaging, joyful, and socially interactive. For example, Urban Thinkscape—which transformed an abandoned lot next to a bus stop in West Philadelphia into an interactive play space—includes a bench with puzzles on the back and a hopscotch game that promotes flexibility and self-control. The activities and structures in Urban Thinkscape provide opportunities for children to engage in high-quality communication with their caregivers and peers, engage in collaborative problem solving, and
take risks to build confidence. Results comparing Urban Thinkscape to a control site playground found a significant increase in collaboration and collaboration between caregivers and children and content like vocabulary and spatial learning.\textsuperscript{137} Research suggests that conversational engagement around specific content like spatial language will help not just literacy, but future STEM knowledge.\textsuperscript{93, 140}

**Bringing it all together: Leaving the horse and buggy behind**

Experts estimate that information is growing at an astounding pace—doubling every 12 hours.\textsuperscript{141} Much of what used to require human labor doesn’t anymore. While estimates of automation for jobs varies widely by industry and country,\textsuperscript{142} it is clear that thinking about learning through the context of breadth, which includes breadth of ages, breadth of context (formal and informal learning) and breadth of skills, is critical for children to succeed in school and beyond.\textsuperscript{34} We need to leave the horse and buggy behind and embrace the new “Tesla” model to prepare children for the future workforce. One path to a breadth of skills approach is thinking not only of “how” humans learn, but also “what” they learn—here in terms of the principles articulated in our checklist. This cradle-to-career approach puts in place a strong foundation of core skills that are key for school readiness and career opportunities, and highlight clear pathways to equity in each. With playful learning at the core of this model, the connections between science—what we know about how humans learn—and education become more visible, scalable, and actionable. With the 6 C’s overlaid onto the playful learning principles, we see how playful learning will fuel the development of the very skills children will need to succeed in their personal and work lives.

**Taking action**

To reimagine an education system that adopts playful learning as a method for keeping students engaged and develops a breadth of skills needed to thrive in the 21st century, the following policy recommendations lay the groundwork for this vision to become a reality:

1. **Integrate insights from the science of learning and development into educational practice.** In a recent article, Darling-Hammond and colleagues (2020) advocate for integrating insights from multiple fields including neuroscience, psychology, developmental, and learning sciences to shape more effective educational practices. More specifically, Darling-Hammond et al. emphasize the importance of understanding how developmental processes interact in different contexts and unfold over time for creating educational environments that support students in all areas of their development.\textsuperscript{143} For example, the science is clear about how children learn to read, yet millions of children are not proficient in reading by the third grade because many elementary school teachers are not aware of this research, or in some cases they dismiss it. That said, elementary school teachers who receive professional development training on the science of reading find the information valuable and its effectiveness is clear from assessments of their students’ reading skills.\textsuperscript{144} Education reform and innovation needs to be grounded in the science of learning and development. Boards of education should include research scientists to shape policies that enable schools to provide playful learning environments to promote children’s well-being and healthy development. Publishing accessible research findings that are relevant to the needs of educators in news outlets and websites that connect research to practice, such as *Education Week* and *Edutopia*, also helps to support evidence-informed practice.

2. **Develop a new approach to teacher professional development (PD) that focuses on how (the principles of playful learning) and what (the 6 Cs) children learn and gives teachers more ownership over their own
training. Teacher PD is often viewed as a mandatory practice that does not respect what teachers bring to the table—their experience, expertise, and time. Ironically, teacher PD can often be delivered in a way that ignores best practices for teaching and learning—through didactic instruction with teachers having very little agency or choice. Some schools are taking a different approach by organizing in-house professional learning communities and “un-conferences” where teachers are given the opportunity to collaborate and learn from each other. Our approach leverages the expertise of teachers and does not require them to adopt a specific curriculum, but rather provides an opportunity to collaborate to generate a broad curriculum that requires critical thinking and iterative development. The PD in itself can model the 6 Cs so teachers are implementing the principles in their classrooms in the same way that they were trained. Teachers would be given the opportunity to work collaboratively in groups and to think critically about how to infuse the 6 Cs into theme-based curriculum.

3. **Implement and develop new, scalable assessments that target a breadth of skills approach to learning and assess growth in each of these skills individually and collectively.** While standardized tests still serve as accountability mechanisms, many school districts across the U.S. are exploring new assessments that evaluate a breadth of skills. However, unlike traditional academic skills, these skills do not yet have widely adopted assessment tools. Starting in 1997, scholars who oversee PISA, which has traditionally focused on reading, math, and science, have pushed for including tests that assess a wider range of skills including problem solving and creativity. The first of these initiatives will be assessing creative thinking in 2021 with a focus on being persistent and inquisitive. Another method of assessment that is becoming more common in K-12 schools, especially in middle and high schools, is digital portfolios. Digital portfolios are a collection of artifacts that students collect over time to showcase their knowledge about a particular topic or area of study and can be used as a formative tool to monitor student progress and as a summative assessment for teachers to grade according to a rubric at the end of a course. Using digital portfolios in addition to or in place of traditional grades places the focus on student-driven learning and provides opportunities for self-assessment and reflection for both students and teachers. For younger students, teachers using the *Tools of the Mind* curriculum engage preschoolers and kindergarteners in weekly one-on-one learning conferences that allow children to reflect on their correct and incorrect answers and play a lead role in their learning.
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# Appendix

## Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaboration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 (&quot;On My Own&quot;)</strong></td>
<td>We take action on our own without paying attention to others, seeking out help, or noticing if we receive help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2 (&quot;Side by Side&quot;)</strong></td>
<td>We take action next to others. We act “on our own,” but we are aware of others around us. We do not reach out for cooperation or collaboration, remaining focused on our own actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3 (&quot;Back and Forth&quot;)</strong></td>
<td>We take action with others, so we take turns while participating in a single project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4 (&quot;Building it Together&quot;)</strong></td>
<td>We take action and collaborate with others on a shared goal or passion. We solve problems with others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 (&quot;Raw Emotion&quot;)</strong></td>
<td>We communicate solely based on emotion without much consideration for managing them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2 (&quot;Show &amp; Tell&quot;)</strong></td>
<td>We communicate and express ourselves to others in a one-sided way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3 (&quot;Dialogue&quot;)</strong></td>
<td>We engage in real communication, sharing our thoughts and emotions and listening to another person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4 (&quot;Tell a Joint Story&quot;)</strong></td>
<td>We engage in effective communication, including recognizing the conversational topic and sticking to it, expressing ourselves concisely and effectively, and engaging the other person in discussion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 (&quot;Early Learning/ Situation Specific&quot;)</strong>:</td>
<td>We are beginning to learn about a topic and know just enough information to get by.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2 (&quot;Wide Breadth/ Shallow Understanding&quot;)</strong>:</td>
<td>We know more about different topics, or have more details about a topic, but we do not understand the topics deeply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3 (&quot;Making Connections&quot;)</strong>:</td>
<td>We know about more topics in detail and have a deeper understanding of them. We make connections between topics and pieces of information, as well as our own experiences. We effectively use executive function skills to learn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4 (&quot;Expertise&quot;)</strong>:</td>
<td>We have in-depth knowledge and understanding about various topics. We use and apply our knowledge effectively and correctly. We see connections between things and know how to build on our current knowledge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical Thinking</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 (&quot;Seeing is Believing&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We believe whatever information we receive without question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2 (&quot;Truths Differ&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We realize there are multiple points of view and that information is provided from those perspectives. However, we pick one point of view and accept it as true. Facts are judged as either true, or not true.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3 (&quot;Opinions&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We realize there are multiple points of view and people think differently, yet we accept opinion as “truth.” We recognize that others experience different realities, but still rely on our own personal version of reality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4 (&quot;Evidence&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We realize there are multiple points of view and people think differently. We evaluate the evidence behind positions and make decisions based on it. We take information from different sources and come to our own conclusion or form an opinion. We question authority and use reasoning to understand the reasoning of others and shape our own.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative Innovation</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 (&quot;Experimentation&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We create through experimentation without a grand plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2 (&quot;Means-End&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We create with a goal in mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3 (&quot;Voice&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We have a certain level of experience and knowledge in an area that supports our creativity while incorporating personal expression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4 (&quot;Vision&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We exercise our creativity with a goal in mind and preparation and knowledge in that area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 (&quot;Barrel On&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We act with persistence, but without thought. We assume that we know a lot about a certain topic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2 (&quot;Where Do I Stand? &quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We have a sense of self developed by comparing ourselves with others. We select problems that we think we can solve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3 (&quot;Calculated Risks&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We are confident enough that we can take calculated risks, “planned with forethought,” and learn from mistakes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4 (&quot;Dare to Fail&quot;):</strong></td>
<td>We are confident enough to fail, knowing that the greatest achievements happen when we step out of our comfort zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: “Play as a spectrum” (Zosh et al., 2018)

Initiated by:
- Free Play: child
- Guided Play: adult
- Games: adult
- Co-opted Play: child
- Playful Interaction: adult
- Direct Instruction: adult

Directed by:
- Free Play: child
- Guided Play: child
- Games: child
- Co-opted Play: adult
- Playful Interaction: adult
- Direct Instruction: adult

Explicit Learning Goal:
- Free Play: no
- Guided Play: yes
- Games: yes
- Co-opted Play: yes
- Playful Interaction: yes
- Direct Instruction: yes

Source: (“serious games” as outlined in) Hassinger-Das et al., 2017 in which the game has a learning goal.

Figure 2
Figure 3: Playful Learning and the 6 Cs Checklist

Directions: Make a checkmark in the box next to each playful learning or 6 Cs element if it is present in the activity you are facilitating or observing.

Part I: Principles of How Kids Learn
- Active
- Engaged
- Meaningful
- Socially Interactive
- Iterative
- Joyful

Part II: The 6 Cs
- Collaboration
- Communication
- Content
- Critical Thinking
- Creative Innovation
- Confidence

Figure 4: Playful Learning and the 6 Cs Checklist Applied to Tools of the Mind

Directions: Make a checkmark in the box next to each playful learning or 6 Cs element if it is present in the activity you are facilitating or observing.

Part I: Principles of How Kids Learn
- Active
- Engaged
- Meaningful
- Socially Interactive
- Iterative
- Joyful

Part II: The 6 Cs
- Collaboration
- Communication
- Content
- Critical Thinking
- Creative Innovation
- Confidence

Figure 5: Playful Learning and the 6 Cs Checklist Applied to the Morpho Butterfly Project (Rosenbusch, 1994)

Directions: Make a checkmark in the box next to each playful learning or 6 Cs element if it is present in the activity you are facilitating or observing.

Part I: Principles of How Kids Learn
- Active
- Engaged
- Meaningful
- Socially Interactive
- Iterative
- Joyful

Part II: The 6 Cs
- Collaboration
- Communication
- Content
- Critical Thinking
- Creative Innovation
- Confidence

Figure 6: Playful Learning and the 6 Cs Checklist Applied to Project Rangeet

Directions: Make a checkmark in the box next to each playful learning or 6 Cs element if it is present in the activity you are facilitating or observing.

Part I: Principles of How Kids Learn
- Active
- Engaged
- Meaningful
- Socially Interactive
- Iterative
- Joyful

Part II: The 6 Cs
- Collaboration
- Communication
- Content
- Critical Thinking
- Creative Innovation
- Confidence
Figure 7: Playful Learning and the 6 Cs Checklist
Applied to Montessori Education

Directions: Make a checkmark in the box next to each playful learning or 6 Cs element if it is present in the activity you are facilitating or observing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part I: Principles of How Kids Learn</th>
<th>Part II: The 6 Cs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful</td>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially Interactive</td>
<td>Critical Thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Creative Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyful</td>
<td>Confidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>